
In the Chat Box, please note:
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Site You Work With



Please note –
When you enter the meeting,

your mics will automatically be muted.

Please leave them muted to cut back on distracting 

background noise.

However, please feel free to unmute yourself and ask 

questions as they come up

or

drop any questions in the Chat Box.

Thank You!
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Data:  Latency

Tuesday 7/28/2020

Data:  Latency – Extended

Wednesday 7/29/2020

Data:  Latency –

Exemplars and Practice

Thursday 7/30/2020

Data:  Interval

Tuesday 8/4/2020

Data:  Interval – Extended

Wednesday 8/5/2020

Data:  Intervals –

Exemplars and Practice

Thursday 8/6/2020

Data:  IEP Training

Tuesday 8/11/2020

Data:  IEP Training

Wednesday 8/12/2020

Data:  IEP Training

Thursday 8/13/2020

Autism and Developmental Delay –

Tuesday 8/18/2020

Autism and Developmental Delay –

Considerations and Practice

Wednesday 8/119/2020

Autism and Developmental Delay –

Present Level and Goals

Thursday 8/20/2020



We have received Feedback

from several participants.



Per our conversation 7/28/2020 –

• Email us CINC numbers.

• We have received several and will review.

• We will review and offer feedback on goals in follow 

up presentations.



https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=d64KGMMx&id=446D0BA7E4B87DEA30FC5B4D4CBACC8E1387FABE&thid=OIP.d64KGMMxqW6DYUgPokmO1wHaFj&mediaurl=http%3a%2f%2fwww.p12.nysed.gov%2fspecialed%2fformsnotices%2fIEP%2ftraining%2fmodule1_files%2fimages%2fimage2.png&exph=720&expw=960&q=child+centered+iep&simid=608045353372878386&ck=676013E7CE9133BE7B0D67DBBBF07066&selectedIndex=1&ajaxhist=0


ABC – Antecedent/Behavior/Consequence

Example:  Peer took toy from child, child hit peer, peer returned toy 

Frequency – This is how many times that a behavior occurred.

Example: Child screamed 7 times during an hour observation

Rate – Ratio of count per observation time.

Example: Child engages in an average of 16 instances of screaming per 

hour.

Duration – A measure of the total time that the behavior occurs.

Example: One instance of screaming lasted for 37 seconds

Latency – A measure of the elapsed time from the onset of a stimulus to the 

initiation of a response.

Example:  Child responded to the task to write name after 16 seconds. 



Jessie’s teacher asks her to start the puzzle.  

Her teacher measures the time it takes her to 

start the puzzle.

Which data collection system would you use?



POLL

Which data collection system would 

you choose?

• ABC

• Frequency

• Rate

• Duration

• Latency

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA.

http://www.thebluediamondgallery.com/handwriting/p/poll.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


The preschool teacher reports that Max is 

crying during sensory play.

Which data collection system would you use?



POLL

Which data collection system would 

you choose?

• ABC

• Frequency

• Rate

• Duration

• Latency

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND.

http://frannychallenge.wordpress.com/2014/02/14/what-i-think-about-horror-heritage
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Latency Data Collection

Latency Recording:

– defined as the elapsed time from the onset of a stimulus (e.g., task 

direction, cue) to the initiation of a response.

Used When:

- Time delay between a statement/question and the student’s attempt to 

communicate.

- Lapse in time between instructions and the compliance with the task.

- Time delay between being shown a word and pronouncing it.

- Child’s ability to respond to a request or cue to begin work.

Latency Data collection can be useful when trying to 

increase or decrease a behavior.

Teacher Request –

“Touch Your Nose.”

Student Response–

Touches Nose
4 sec

http://www.specialconnections.ku.edu/~specconn/page/assessment/ddm/pdf/Behavior_

Duration_example_revised.pdf

http://www.specialconnections.ku.edu/~specconn/page/assessment/ddm/pdf/Behavior_


Creating Meaningful and Measurable Early Childhood 

Individualized Education Plans (IEP) Goals

Some Thoughts:

• Early childhood professionals are required to write 

goals using the same methods and criteria as primary 

and secondary school staff, based on the Individuals 

with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA 2004). 

• Little guidance has been provided to early childhood 

professionals as they overcome some of the inherent 

challenges in writing goals for young children.

• But we do know…IDEA regulations focus on the 

general education curriculum, which often means 

reading, writing, and arithmetic.

• We must consider academic and functional 

performance.
http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html

This Photo by Unknown Author 

is licensed under CC BY

http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html
http://howtoworkfromhome-demi.blogspot.com/p/questions-and-answer-board.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Creating Meaningful and Measurable Early Childhood 

Individualized Education Plans (IEP) Goals

• For preschool-age children, the general education curriculum is 

defined as "appropriate activities."

• Appropriate activities include activities children of the same 

chronological age would engage in as part of a regular preschool 

curriculum or other informal activities. 

• Examples of such activities would include social interactions with 

peers and adults, pre-reading and math activities, sharing time, 

independent play, and listening skills. 

• MUSER: “For preschool children, as appropriate, how the disability 

affects the child's participation in appropriate activities”. 

(MUSER 300.A.1.a.ii)

http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html
http://amrutam-nopen.blogspot.com/2012/07/how-my-school-made-me-what-i-am.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Creating Meaningful and Measurable Early Childhood 

Individualized Education Plans (IEP) Goals

Measurable annual goals set the direction for instruction in special education. 

They help families and teachers gauge a child's progress in the educational 

plan and assure that a steady flow of communication takes place. 

http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html

4 Step 
Process

1. Developing Present 
Levels of Academic 
Achievement and 

Functional Performance 
Statements

2. Writing Measurable 
Annual Goals

3. Writing Short Term 
Objectives/Benchmarks 

(IDEA 2004 
recommended, but not 

required)

4. Reporting Progress 
and Monitoring 

Strategies

http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html


Developing Present Levels of Academic Achievement and 

Functional Performance Statements

http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html

This Photo by Unknown Author is 

licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

The statement of a child's Present Levels of Academic 

Achievement and Functional Performance (PLAAFP) is the 

cornerstone of the individual education plan (IEP). 

• The PLAAFP not only drives the IEP; it links all of the IEP 

components together.

• The purpose of the PLAAFP is to identify the child's needs and 

establish a baseline of the child's performance in appropriate 

activities.

• Identifying specific needs and establishing a baseline begins the 

process of developing meaningful and measurable goals.

http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html
http://civilengineerthoughts003.blogspot.com/2013/08/may-i-always-build.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Developing Present Levels of Academic Achievement and 

Functional Performance Statements

What a PLAAFP is:

✓ A brief and understandable narrative accurately describing the child's performance in 

all areas of education and functional activities that are affected by the child's 

disability. 

✓ It is an objective synthesis of all information relevant to the child's development and 

educational performance, and serves as a bridge between the evaluation process 

and the measurable annual goals. 

✓ A PLAAFP statement must contain, at a minimum: information about the child's 

current functioning and information about the impact of the child's disability in 

relation to appropriate activities. 

✓ It is important to remember that the PLAAFP is not a full repeat of the 
evaluation team report. 

✓ By summarizing the data, and establishing a baseline, a solid framework is 

established from which measurable annual goals can be created.

http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html

This Photo by Unknow n Author is 

licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html
http://etmooc.org/hub/tag/edtech
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Developing Present Levels of Academic Achievement and 

Functional Performance Statements

The Present Level Should

• Be stated in terms that are specific, measurable, and 
objective;

• Describe current performance, not past performance;

• Describe the effect of the disability on the child's 
progress in appropriate activities;

• Prioritize and identify needs that will be written as goals;

• Identify strengths as they relate to possible 
interventions;

• Provide baseline data for each need; and
• Set the measurement method for each goal.

http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html

http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html


Developing Present Levels of Academic Achievement and 

Functional Performance Statements

From Maine’s Procedural Manual:

https://www.maine.gov/doe/sites/maine.gov.doe/files/inline-

files/PROCEDURAL%20MANUAL%201-1-19%20%28002%29_1.pdf

https://www.maine.gov/doe/sites/maine.gov.doe/files/inline-files/PROCEDURAL%20MANUAL%201-1-19%20%28002%29_1.pdf


Developing Present Levels of Academic Achievement and 

Functional Performance Statements

http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html

"Appropriate activities" are defined as those activities that 

children of the same age would take part in if they were enrolled in 

preschool, child care, mother's day out programs, or in their home with 

their family. 

• Such activities may include:

– emergent literacy and math

– listening to stories

– dramatic play

– participating in small and/or large groups

– playing with friends

– interacting with adults

– singing songs

– constructing buildings with blocks

– coloring and painting, etc.

http://kskits.dept.ku.edu/ta/Packets/CreatingIEPs/KITSecIEP_print.html


Case Study

Ben is a 4 year old student in preschool.

He requires frequent motor breaks and accesses 

a fidget toy during group activities.

When working at a table, he uses a T-Stool. 

He has been challenged by transitions between 

daily activities.

When presented with transitions, he would 

disengage and not independently move to the 

next activity.



Case Study

To address this challenge, his teacher 

implemented a strategy where she would give Ben 

a visual card representing the next activity/area.

This works as a visual transition cue.

Current data collection shows that Ben is able to 

transition when presented with this visual cue, 

within 30 seconds, with 95% accuracy, across 3 

consecutive sessions.



Case Study

During less structured activities, such as free play, 

a visual timer is used to show him when the 

activity will end.

In an attempt to facilitate increased independence, 

his teacher created a visual schedule that outlines 

all activities in Ben’s day.

This is a new presentation for Ben.

His teacher is planning to implement this 

immediately.



Alignment

1. Child Information

2. Disability

3. Considerations

4. Academic and Functional/Developmental 

Evaluations, Strengths and Needs

5. Measurable Annual Goals                    

(Data/Progress Monitoring)

6. Supplementary Aids, Modifications and/or Supports

7. Special Education and Related Services

8. Least Restrictive Environment

9. Post-Secondary Transition Plan 

10. Age of Majority



Individualized Education Plan IEP Alignment



Section 4 – Academic and 

Functional/Developmental Evaluations, 

Strengths, and Needs (MUSER IX.3.C.(1))



Section 4A – Results of All Evaluations

• Academic evaluations (eligibility)

• Functional evaluations (eligibility)

• Relevant state/district assessments

• Transition assessments

• Other assessments

– FBA

– Additional Related Service Evaluations



Section 4B:  Academic, Functional 

and/or Developmental Strengths

• These are based on evaluations and 

observations

• Include areas of strength and relative strengths 

the child demonstrates within their unique 

profile. 

• Not a restatement of the standard scores in the 

“Average” range.

– What does the strength look like in the classroom?



Section 4C:  Distinctly Measurable and 

Persistent Gaps in Academic 

Performance and “How” Statement

Identification of the distinctly measurable and 

persistent gaps in Academic performance

AND

How the deficit has an adverse impact on the child 

accessing the general education curriculum

Distinctly 
Measurable 

and Persistent 
Gaps

How 
Statement



Identification of the distinctly measurable and 

persistent gaps in Functional performance

AND

How the deficit has an adverse impact on the child 

accessing the general education curriculum

Distinctly 
Measurable 

and Persistent 
Gaps

How 
Statement

Section 4D:  Distinctly Measurable and 

Persistent Gaps in Functional 

Performance and “How” Statement



Section 4E:  Developmental Needs 

and “How” Statement

Distinctly 
Measurable 

and Persistent 
Gaps

How 
Statement

Identification of the distinctly measurable and 

persistent gaps in Developmental performance

AND

How the deficit has an adverse impact on the child 

accessing the general education curriculum





Goal Format

By (what date), given (service and/or conditions), 

the child will (skill) with (level of mastery and/or 

frequency) as measured by 

(assessments/measurements)(standards citation)



Case Study



Case Study



It is not wrong to put accommodations 

in the goal 

BUT
they 

MUST

be documented in Section 6.





Data Analysis

Independent Transitions

7/8 7/9 7/11 7/12 7/13 7/14

Number of 

Independent 
Transitions

16 11 18 19 21 18

Number of 

Opportunities
25 22 27 25 23 21

%age 64% 50% 67% 76% 91% 86%



Data Analysis

Receptive ID of BEN

7/7 7/8 7/9 7/11 7/12 7/13 7/14

67% 33% 67% 67% 100% 100% 100%

B  +

E  -

N  +

B  -

E  -

N  +

B  +

E  -

N  +

B  -

E  +

N  +

B  +

E  +

N  +

B  +

E  +

N  +

B  +

E  +

N  +



Section 6:  Supplementary Aids, 

Services, Modifications, and/or Supports



Remember –

Accommodations 

are not 

Skill Deficits.



Ben is a 4 year old student in preschool.

He requires frequent motor breaks and accesses a fidget toy during group 

activities.

When working at a table, he uses a T-Stool. 

He has been challenged by transitions between daily activities.

When presented with transitions, he would disengage and not independently 

move to the next activity.

To address this challenge, his teacher implemented a strategy where she would 

give Ben a visual card representing the next activity/area.

This works as a visual transition cue.

Current data collection shows that Ben is able to transition when presented with 

this visual cue, within 30 seconds, with 95% accuracy, across 3 consecutive 

sessions.

During less structured activities, such as free play, a visual timer is used to show 

him when the activity will end.

In an attempt to facilitate increased independence, his teacher created a visual 

schedule that outlines all activities in Ben’s day.

This is a new presentation for Ben.

His teacher is planning to implement this immediately.



Chat Box Check In

What Accommodations might 

you put on Ben’s IEP, based on 

his Case Study?



Questions



Maine DOE is offering Contact Hours for each 

Special Services Zoom meeting you view.

Please follow these steps:

1. Email Leora Byras at leora.byras@maine.gov at the completion 

of the Training with the codes for each Zoom meeting you 

viewed.  You may have up to 21 codes.

2. You may re-watch both Zoom meetings that have been previously 

recorded.

3. Allow at least 5 business days to receive your certificate of 

participation.

Code for Contact Hours

- Code will be shared in Chat Box

mailto:leora.byras@maine.gov


Please let us know...

What questions do you have?

How can we support you?
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classroom. Has been with the MDOE since September 2018.

leora.byras@maine.gov

Anne-Marie Adamson – Special Education Consultant: Special educator public K-12 

resource room and SPED coordinator for 12 years. Facilitated CDS transition meetings 

during that time. Taught Pre-K and K in private sector for 10 years. At the MDOE since 

March 2020.

anne-marie.adamson@maine.gov

Colette Sullivan – Special Education Consultant: Worked as a Special Education 

teacher for 30 years, primarily with students with Autism. Also worked at CDS York for 3 

years, in a variety of roles, and have been with MDOE since August 2018.

colette.sullivan@maine.gov
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